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Are you at risk
for an STD?
Find out if you
fit the profile.
See News Pg. 3
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Wildcats fall
to Raiders,
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~•11 Athletics

At AGlance

could swing
either way

Student advising
Representatives at the College Answer Service, a tollfree hotline, are aiding students
and their families who are
struggling with tuition, financial aid forms or confusing advice. Students and families can
call 1-800-891-4599, weekdays from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. eastern standard time or can visit
Sallie Mae's Web site at http:/
/www.salliemae.com.

by Jeff Foster and
William Baldyga
Staff reporters
If President Ivory Nelson has his
way, Central Washington athletics .
will stay right where they are.
"I would like to stay NAIA personally," Nelson said. "In the NAIA
_ there are more opportunities for athletes to compete at a higher level."
The proposed move to the NCAA
is in its second year of provisional status. In order to be accepted into the
NCAA, Central has to complete a
three-year probationary period before
it can compete in any NCAA cham- ·
pionships. Central is affiliated with
both associations, paying dues of

Book release
Central English professor
Philip Garrison will release his
book, "Waiting forthe Earth to
Turn Over," tomorrow at 7
p.m. at the Ellensburg First
United Methodist Church.
Garrison will give selected
readings from his book and
wiJI autograph copies. The reception is free and open to the
public.

Piano recital
Guest pianist Craig
Sheppard will perform a free,
public recital tomorrow at 8
p.m. in Hertz Hall. For more
information call 963-1216.

Dance for FISH
The Central Orchesis dance
troupe will perform two dances
tomorrow and Saturday at 7
p.m. in Nicholson Pavilion
dance studio. Admission is
free. Canned food will be collected and donated to the
Ellensburg Friends in Service
to Humanity (FISH) food bank.
For more information call Lana
Sharpe at 963-1937.

Physics seminar
Dr. John White, from
Lawrence Livermore National
LCibO!arory, w:ll :1pca1' u i.
Central ' s physics seminar
Monday, Nov. 18, at 7 p.m. in
Lind Hall. White's presentation is on "Baseball and Softball Batting Mechanics: The
science of the Perfect Swing."

Pariel discussion
Central's women's resource
center and student health and
counseling center will sponsor
an incest survivor panel discussion Tuesday, Nov. 19, at 4:05
p.m. in the SUB Owhi Room.
The program is titled "Remem-.
ber the Moon Survives." For
information, can 963-2} 27.

See MOVE/Page 2

Advising center .in, campus life staff out
by Brien Bartels
Staff Reporter
A new academic advising center
will open in the SUB in time for registration spring ·quarter, despite protests from campus life staff who wi11
be displaced ·by the shuffle.
At the SUB union board meeting
Tuesday, SUB Union Chair Amy
GiJlespie, who also serves on the student board of directors as vice presi-

move, because the proposal would
send their 15 programming and publicity workers to another room in the
SUB about a third of the size of their
current space.
Jane Rider, assistant director of
campus life and adviser to the student
workers in the publicity department,
said she agreed with the goal of improving _advising, with .a reservation.
"Academic advising should be in
the SUB," she said. "I feel it's a real
need and we need to listen to students.

dent for student life and facilities, limited discussion of the proposal to two
minutes per audience member. The
audience was filled with BOD members and staff from campus life and
dining services.
A vote was called before an hour
had expired, and the proposal was
accepted.
"I feel confident that this board
made the best decision in the best interest of students," Gillespie said.
Campus life staff protested th·e

But I really have a problem with picking up and leaving that space."
John Burkhart, student vice president for academic affairs, wrote the
proposal to the SUB union board, and
said it was in the best interests of the
student body as a whole.
"While you may make life more
inconvenient for 15 students, you are
making a decision for thousands of

See ADVISING/Page 2

Campus crackdqwn
on boarders, bicyclists
"The [police] question us too
much, especially when we get caught
smoking or whatever," Dugan said.
Campus Police are cracking down "One time they kept my friend in a
on skateboarders and bicyclists, en- police car for about two hours because
10d;,g a recer.t :nn on skateboards i11 h;; was skatt:boarding, ::;o I don't like
an attempt to discourage speed-related the campus police."
accidents and campus destruction.
Middle school student Justin
Due to a recent increas., in skate- Erikson also rides his bike in the Garboard activity, Campus Police Chief dens.
Steve Rittereiser issued a memoran"It's cool, because there is all kinds
dum ordering officers to confiscate of jumps and stuff," Erikson said.
skateboards used on campus. Effec- "We jump stairs, and dirt is the best.
tive Oct. 30, skateboarding on cam- .. it doesn't matter what we do bepus is illegal. Skateboards taken from cause it's all cleaned up the next day
Central students wiJl not be released anyway."
until the Office of Student Affairs is
These teens might not be so drawn
notified of the infraction.
to the Gardens when they find out the
Central students aren't the only penalties apply to them as well. Camconcern as middle and high school pus Police are now guarding the J~pa
Mark Hegberg/Observer
students are attracted to Central as nese Gardens from bicyclists, and ·
' well. Tyler Dugan is a middle school · when they find someone riding in the ,Skateboarding on campus has always been illegal, but
with skateboard use on campus growing, police have
student who rides his bike in the ~apa
,See ~FORCE/Page 3 . st~rted to crack down. .
'

by Mike Jones
Staff Reporter
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Crashing ·cars, wafting weed
Monday, Nov. 4, 2:30 p.m.
A 24-year-old man told police that
someone crashed into his parked 1990
Ford Mustang in the J-8 parking ·lot.
The victim parked his car and left it
unattended for an hour, and returned
to find $250 in damage to his driver's
side brake and turn lights. Police are
investigating this hit and run accident.
Monday, Nov. 4, 3:15 p.m.
An 18-year-old woman in a 1991
Mitsubishi struck a 1993 Subaru
driven by a 28-ycar-old woman in the
Nicholson Pavilion parking lot.
The Mitsubishi's driver backed
out of a space and ran into the Subaru
in the roadway, causing$ I 000 in damage to the Subaru's left rear quarter
and $100 in damage to the
Mitsubishi's back bumper.
The first driver was cited for unsafe backing. The second driver was

by Brien Bartels

cited for not having a valid operator's
license.
Tuesday, Nov. 5
Six vehicle prowls were discovered. Cars with smashed driver's side
windows and missing or damaged stereo equipment were found in the I-15,
H-15, 0-19, and H-18 parking lots.
Police estimated that damage and
losses amounted to $2855. The
Ellensburg Police Department re-

ported six vehicle prowls in their jurisdiction the same night. Police are
continuing their investigation.
Tuesday, Nov. 5, 2:55 p.m.
Officers on patrol were flagged
down by a pedestrian to assist the v~
tims of a bike versus bike accident on
the Walnut Mall.
Tuesday, Nov. 5, 9 p.m.
Burkha~t·s proposal included
Police cited three men for possesmoving the VAX computer Jab in
sion of marijuana and other
SUB 128 into Sam~s Place, dining·
paraphanalia after a suspicious odor
servicefsmeeting area inthenorth:
was detected coming from their room
end of th.e SUB. Caµipus life will
on the third floorof Alford-Montgomsee their programming and public~
ery Hall.
.:. ' ity staffs~ re~ponsibfo for coordina~.; •. ·•·
Friday, Nov. 8, 3 p.m.
Ling and pi6motiltg' <;:ampus event$
A university police patrol car was
like sp(!aketS, concerts a~d comedy'
struck by a 1993 Dodge pickup driven
by a 52-year-old woman in the 0-5
parking lot. There was no significant
damage to either vehicle and no citations were issued.
see the
academfo advising ceii~
.ter opetatjng in time fonegistralior
'N

MOVE: Nelson says st(ly NAIA
From Page 1
$4.500 for the NAIA and $900 for the
NCAA.
"We have not fully decided yet on
whether we will change affiliations,"
Nelson said. "We applied to go Division II, because the private schools in
· our league moved to the Division Ill
level."
Division III is not an option for
CWU because the university gives
formal scholarships in the form of gender equity. In Division Ill there is a
rule that outlaws athletic scholarships
of any kind. CWU would not be able
to use the $120,000 given to it by the
state to promote women's athletics.
President Ivory Nelson said the
move will have to be thoroughly ex-

amined before a decision is made.
The sport most affected by the
move is football. In order to play the
minimum number of games against
Division li opponents, the football .
team will have to travel out of state to ·
play teams in California and Oregon.
This will tax an already bare-bones
budget that can hardly afford to feed
its ~layers on road trips, let alone pay
for hotel rooms.
An answer to the budget crunch
may come in the form of a full-time
fundraiser. Nelson said in order to hire
someone for this position, it will cost
approximately $70,000. This includes
salary, fringe benefits and money for
travel. Tapping into alumni and corporations is one of two ways of attaining new funds for athletics. The other
could be an increase in student fees.

With the possibilities of increased
fees on the horizon the Board of Directors (BOD) has decided to form a
student advisory board to give recommendations to the athletic department.
"This is a board to look at the best
interest of the students," Adam
Eldridge, BOD president, said. "It will
look at all the options that involve student funds." ·
Students support the athletic program through participation and fees.
and their involvement helps to attract
new students, as well as new athletes.
The emphasis on athletics at any
institution also directly correlates to
enrollment, Nelson said.
"For every athlete, three other students will attend CWU," Nelson said.
"If we didn't have athletics enrollment
would drop by 1,500 students."

'

new

°

0

· .·. for spring quarter in March 1997~
At last week's BOD ·meeting,
· representatives from campus life
expressed concern that this was the
first they· were hearing of a room ·
shuffle. Burkhart's proposal w~
not shared with the affected depart:"
i:nents .while he deeided whie~
rooms wowd work best as a new
~vising center.
The publicity and programming
. staffs have been together in a single ·. .·.
office space _only a few times in • ·.
their existence, an arrangement that .
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GREEN & DYING

Stock Up for the
Holiday0J

A one man dramatic presentation of the final hour of Dylan Thomas
written and performed by Thomas

F.

Murray

.

~

Rainier

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 20th
& THURSDAY, NOV. 21st

12 pack .cans

7:00 PM

-~~
0 ~

TOWER -TIIEATRE
FREE ADMISSION
by tic.I~et o~ly, available at

tl1e SUB Ticl~et Booth
Sponsored by Prevention & Wellness Program, ·
ASCWU Campus Life, University Bookstore,
Residence Living, Residence· Hall Council,
Theatre Arts· Dep;:i.rtment, & Scheduling Cent.er, .
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STDs decline on camPus, still higher than E'burg
STD results for CWU Health Center

by Heidi Betts
Staff reporter
While sexually transmitted diseases are declining on campus, students continue to be concerned about
the risks of STDs.
"I think it is a problem on our campus as well as other campuses," senior
Julie Field said. "I think that students
know the risks but feel that it will
never happen to them."
Central still has a higher percent of
STDs than the Ellensburg community,
according to the CWU Student Health
and Counseling Center.
"Central stands out from the community when it comes to sexually
transmitted diseases," said Kristen
Karns, a family nurse practitioner at
the Student Health and Counseling
Center. "It is because most of the students are between the ages of 18-24
and this is when most diseases occur."
A recent report put out by the
American Social Health Association
states that chlamydia was the most
commonly reported infection in 1995.
According to the report, chlamydia
is usually without symptoms, and
many people become infected without
knowing it. Estimates of new infections in the United States are as high
as 4 million annually, making it the
fastest spreading STD. Peggy Clarke,
president of the ASHA, said it is ironic
that once detected, chlamydia is easily treated and cured.
Karns said education concerning

ENFORCE:

800
700

I•

Chlamydia

I

• Gohorrhea !

CJ Herpes

0

92-'93

93-'94

94-'95

95-'96

Year

Are YOU at Risk?

YES f\O

1. Have you had multiple sex partners?
2. -Have you had unprotected sex?
3. Have you used a condom that broke?
4. Are .you sexually active and never been
tested for STDs?

DD
DD
DD
DD

ter is a positive guide for students.
"I think [STDs) are a problem everywhere," Riker sai~- "Education on
campus, including the health center,
really helps out a lot.:' . ·
According to ASHA, more aggressive screening and treatment of STDs,
especially chlamydia, is needed.
The ASHA report also encourages
routine testing for all infections for
anyone who is having unprote.cted
sex.
The ASHA report said many
women incorrectly assume that their
annual gynecological exam includes a
test for STDs, or that a pap smear
screens for infections.
·ASHA urges every woman who
has had unprotected sex to ask her
health care provider for an STD
screening.
Health care screenings and free
condoms are· offered at the Student
Health and Counseling Center located
at 11th and Poplar streets.
Free;- confidential information is
also available from the National STD
Hotline, 1-800-227-8922.

If you answered YES to even ONE of these
questions, you should be checked for STDs.

STDs and safe sex is available around
campus. Although many students
choose not to take time or effort to
protect themselves, she has seen a
steady decline of cases over the years.
The U.S. Centers for Disease

20%

Control and Prevention, which tracks
52 infectious diseases, receiv~d
477,638 reports of chlamydia, more
than any other infection.
Chlamydia is symptomless in 75
percent of cases among women and 25

Lunch, or Dinner!
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Co per
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when you visit us.
open 6am. 10pm

2nd Meal 112 Price!

Just West of
8th & Main
925-5644
..

for 112 Price

I
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-------------------It's I.Ike Being
Paid to Study...
Earn While
You learn:
Become a Plasma
donor and we will pay

I ~~~a~;:n~n your 1st

I

S/145

3

~~~rc~t :ia::t~

I a~::t~~,;;;ze
l!!

708 E. 8th

925-2177'
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In The Plaza

1.
I ...-~.......-...-...,.,....-..~~.,..~-...111.J11~.-.-~
Great for Breakfast, Lunch, or Dinner I

Please present when ordering •Not valid with any other offer

I

Offer Expires Nov. 28, 1996

;

I
With this coupon, buy
Beata_... one breakfast or dinner entree and I
get the second one of equal or lesser I
I
value

From Page 1
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Products

r--------------------~
Join us for Breakfast,
Please use our coupons I

Police protect
,J apanese
Gardens from
local bikers
garden, the police require them to sign
a Criminal Trespass Statement. In
signing the statement, the suspect
agrees that he will be subject to arrest
for criminal trespass under Washington state law.
According to Campus Police Lieu·tenant Kevin Higgins. skateboarders
have been destroying university property longer than people think.
"In the early '90s, during the summers, the skaters would wax stairs and
sidewalks to do tricks," Higgins said.
"When it got hot out, the wax would
melt and people were falling down.
They would destroy the benches
around campus, too. Finally, the university community decided it would
be best if the skateboarding was
banned all together. It has been_ illegal for a few years now, and it's becoming popular. again."
Aside from skateboarders, those
who ride bicycles are under the watchful eye of Campus Police as well.
Bicycle accidents requiring medical
attention have affected 17 students in
the past two years.
Lieutenant Higgins said speed accounts for most bike-related infractions.
"It's the thrill that gets
people," Higgins said. "The campus
is small enough that students
shouldn't have to ride as fast as they
do. At bigger universities this is a
·· 'hetter excuse because cJasses are so
far away. Speeding is especially dangerous when the sidewalks .are fu11."

percent among men. Although
chlamydia is not a life-threatening illness if treated and cured, undetected
chlamydia has severe consequences.
Over time, it can lead to pel vie inflammatory disease which can cause severe, chronic pain.
Kate Horowitz, an adjunct instructor at Central, expressed amazement
at how much information is available
to students that they neglect to use.
"Students know the risks but still
are not using condoms," Horowitz
said. "I have counseled lot of students
about the consequences of unprotected sex."
Central has seen a steady decline
in STD cases since 1979. Karns said
this trend follows statewide statistics.
Jack Baker, interim director of the
health and counseling center, agrees
with this assessment.
"I think Central is as common as
other universities when it comes to
STDs," Baker said. "The statistics
show a decline over the past years."
Senior Chandler Riker said he
feels the information at the health cen-

Bring your books

''================:::::::.-

..•

Ware Fair 1996
a holiday arts & crafts festival
Something for everyone on your list ...

Studv Requirements:
1. Picture ID
2. College ID
3. Birthdate verification
4. SS # verification

Studv Address:
Alpha Plasma Center
502 W. Nob Hill Blvd. #4
Yakima (1 mile from YVCC)

457-7878

Studv Hours:
8-7 Mon~ - Thurs.
8-5 Friday
8-4 Sat. & Sun.

DECEMBER 4 - 6 IN THE SUB
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OBSERVANCE
·Advising center finds a home
Picture this: a couple of students are sitting in.the SUB
Pit complaining about a class they're taking, blaming their
problems on the first person they can line up in their
sights: the adviser. ·
Sound familiar?
Academic advising is a long-standing problem at
Central, and finally a positive step is being taken to
remedy the -situation.
John Burkhart, the BOD vice president for academic
affairs, proposed during his campaign last spring to create
an advising center for students to go to for help in charting
t~eir academic course. Now it seems that his campaign
promise may become a reality in the not-so-distant future.
Burkhart's proposal, unveiled during last week's BOD
meeting, is to put the center in SUB 211/212, a location
that would be more accessible than its current location in
Mitchell Hall.
There's just on~· snag.
SUB 211/212 is already occupied.
In a SUB union boru:,d meeting on Tuesday, the group
voted to move out the staff of Campus Life, the room's
current occupants, to make way for the advising center.
The Campus Life staff unsuccessfully resisted the move,
citing inconveniences ranging from financial burden to
moving into a more confined location.
But the facts of the matter are these. Academic advising at Central is totally inadequate on all levels, and this is
the first step in remediating this problem. Having a
location that is accessible to all students is necessary in
order to ensure its success. The decision to move Campus
Life, while unfortunate .for that organization, is necessary
in order to achieve the greatest good for the greatest
number of people.
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Students should take action against RPZ
To the editor,
We agree with the notion that student concerns with the RPZs don't
seem to be addressed as strongly as
they could be. We understand the
frustrations of the residents at having
their streets filled with CWU students'
cars. However, unless they've lived
here before the school's founding in
1891, these residents knew they were
living near, or moving close to, a major college. What were they expecting? Further, after speaking with
someone on the RPZ information
phone line, we discovered that stu-

dents Jiving in Muzzall Hall, Campus
Courts and other student, faculty and
people-oriented buildings, who had
previously parked on residential
streets, will not be issued RPZ passes.
They will be forced to park in campus
lots G-16, H-12, and 1-15. These lots
will undoubtedly become full. The
people who park there now will no
longer have anywhere to park! Where
are we supposed to go? We've already
bought our parking. passes. Is the
school prepared to refund our money
because we won't be able to find parking spots in lots that we've already

paid to park in?
Perhaps Ellensburg needs to be reminded how vital the students of CWU
are to the local economy. We suggest
a voluntary boycott of Ellensburg
businesses by faculty, students, and
anyone else who may be affected by
the RPZ. If the city council will not
listen to CWU student petitions, perhaps they'll listen to our dollars.
Reese Copeland, student
Robert Schafer, student

ADSNet' s Internet service unacceptable
To the editor,
I have been trying to keep this to
myself but I cannot anymore. The college has given us free access to the
Internet. The company known as
ADSNet or "Advanced Data Systems"
won the contract to provide us with the
service. Well, that's all fine and dandy
untill you try to acually use it. I have
tried to be patient but the service that
Adsnet provides is completely unac-

ceptable.
Their service is painfully slow or
non-existent most of the time. Their
server will hang up on you at least a
few times a week. Now, like I said, I
don't know what the particulars were
in the contract for service, but they just
simply are not getting met. I have
talked to many other"people on the college and they report the same unacceptable performence from ADSNet.

LETTER WRITERS:
All letters must be submitted by 3 p.m. Friday before the week of
publication date. Letters must be typewritten and less than 300 words.
All letters MUST include your name and phone number for verification. Please write to the reader rather than to ariy specific person.
The Observer reserves the right to edit for length, style, grammar,
libel and matte~s of taste.
Send letters to: Observer, CWU, Ellensburg, WA 98926-7435, or
bring them to the newsroom in Bouillor'l 222. You can 'also F.AX them
to. 96~-1027 or send them via e-mail Observer@C\\'liJ edu, .- :
.
'

t9

I am sure that if anyone from the Ad- ·
ministration had to use the connections they provide, someone would say
something.
I wrote an e-mail message to the
Vice President of Operations for
Televar, the company in Wenatchee
that is affiliated with Adsnet i;:. one
way or another, about the problem
(which took me three days to send because of the fact that their POP server
was down!). I got a form letter with my
name placed in it telling me that they
are "working on it." Well, I am sick
of waiting. I am sure that if you take a
poll that you will find that people are
as mad as I am with the speed of their
connections.
They are not providing the service
that they said they would. It's as
, ~i1,11ple £ls.that.
Arthur T. Rosser
student
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Observer unveils .policy guidelines at open house
by the Editorial Board
of the Observer
Last Thursday, the staff of the Observer held an open house and invited
members of the campus community to
visit our production room in Bouillon
Hall to find out what makes the newspaper tick.
The event, which was organized by
Observer staffer Laura ~ucchesi, was
attended by more than 50 people ..
Among the guests at the event were
President Ivory Nelson, Sarah
Shumate, Deacon Meier and Keith
Champagne of the Office of Student
Affairs; Jack Baker o~ the Health and
Counseling Center; the Associated
Student Board of Directors; and Jen
Gray of the CWU Foundation.
Following a keynote address by
President Nelson, in which he discussed the role of the newspaper in
getting campus information out to the

... . .. ...
·~

Jason Gordon/Observer

People gathered at the Observer open house last Thursday
to check out the paper's new look.
community, the editorial board presented the Observer's newly drafted
goals and mission statement..
The mission of the Observer is twofold: to serve the community as a
newspaper and to provide training for
students -.yho are seeking a career in
journalism.

In serving the communhy as a
the Observer seeks to pro,.
vide complete, accurate, dependable
information to the campus and community; to provide a public forum for
the free debate of i.ssues, ideas and
problems facing the community a~
large; and to be the best source for in-

newspap~r.

formation, education and entertain- newspaper staff, lo build continuity
ment news it can be.
and develop a student management
As a training program, the Ob- team. The newspaper seeks to recruit
server is the .practical application of a diverse staff with a variety of talents
the theories and priniciples of good and skills to produce the best newspajournalism. It teaches students to ana- per possible.
4. To serve the readers-by creating _
lyze and communicate information
that is vital to the decision making of an attractive newspaper with features
the community at large. It provides a that build reader loyalty.
The goals of the Observer as a
forum for students to learn the ethics
and values of the print media, as well training program are:
I. To provide training so that stuas the skills they need to succeed in
dents can develop their skills and taltheir chosen career.
There are two primary goals of the ents in the media as a supplement to
Observer: to be a community newspa- ·their course work.
2. To provide an environment that
per and serve as a training ground for
print journalism majors. The goals of teaches students the values of team
the paper as a community newspaper work, mutual respect, and tolerance
and care for their colleagues.
are:
3. To build a program where stu1. To provide comprehensive coverage and to continually improve the dents are challenged to continue to
improve their skills, to better provide
quality of our reportage.
i To diversify coverage, so that all the community with the newspaper it
voices on all issues may be heard.
needs.
3. Increase participation on the

,..
Cadets appreciate vigil support
~

On behalf of the Veterans Day
Vigil participants and the CWU
AFROTC, I would like to take this
opportunity to thank everybody for
their support. Thank you to the
Ellensburg community for taking the
time to make hot cocoa, warm soup,
an apple pie, and more during the vigil.
Some citizens simply passed by to

say "thank you" for remembering the
veterans, present and time passed.
Also, thank you to the CWU faculty
and staff for stopping by and doing the
same. Last but not least, thank you to
the CWU students for buying food
from espresso to tacos or simply talking to us.
All your_support helped us forget

the cold but reminded us of the sacrifices the veterans gave for the same
freedom we used to make the vigil
possible.
Thank you. God Bless us all and
God Bless America!
Rico Santiago
student
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. CHANDLER RIKER was born in Redwood City,
California on August 5, _1974. His parents are Rev. William
C. Riker Jr, & Julie Hartwell Snyder. He considers his·
hometown to be Rumson, New Jersey.
Chandler attended North Thurston High Schpol and
received varsity letters in three sports, and was awarded
"Most
· InspiratiorialCross~Country 1992." In _high school Chandler participated in band, cross-country, wrestling, and
track.
At Central he is majoring in philosophy (religious
studies), with a min0r in business and professional communications.
He has been active in volleyball and the Student Alumni
Connection. After graduation he hopes to get a jol;:> in Public Relations or Retail Management Politics.
·
Chandler's personal philosophy is, "I am the only person
that has to believe in me." His favorite hobbies include·
volleyball, piano, and reading. He also enjoys eating at
Mc Donalds.
As V.P. for Organizations, he is in charge of all clubs and
organizationsfor CWU. If you are interested in
starting a new club Chandler is the one to speak to.

Today from
10-2 pm in the
SUB Theatre.
· Plea·se donate
blood ... You could
be helping to
save a lifel
Sponsored by
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"We are all members of the same
family because we are all children· of the
same God. Let us work, pray and
struggle together. "
-Coretta Scott King

Activist has a dream of participation
by Lisa Allen
Staff reporter

I have never been so moved to act,
speak out and stand up for the things I
believe in most, until I heard her
speak.
Watching her make her way to the
podium sent chills down my spine and
I thought to myself, "I can't believe
who I am looking at, with my own
eyes."
I stared at her for minutes without
blinking. I felt her presence, I felt her
vibe. Her words came at me and I attributed meaning to them. In my eyes
she is as symbolic as her husband himself.
~
Coretta Scott King, widow of slain
civil-rights leader Martin Luther king
Jr., spoke to the largest audience attending a lecture in Western Washington Universiy history Monday night
on.the topic "Preparing for the 2 I st
Century.

"I challenge the young leaders of name calling and the unrelenting
today-to pick up the torch of fr~edom cyniscisms that voters have been suband lead the new revolution," King jected to during the elections cloud the
_ important issues that were at debate.
said.
That revolution is one of social
I could hear her voice over the
change, a revolution that she believes thunderous applause that was ·given
has to be led by the young leaders of her when she proclaimed that pro-acAmerica who are willing to reject the tive means opposing the campaign to
role of apathy and lead us into the 21st deny education to children of undocucentury.
mented workers.
"We must outfit a vision for the
I could hear the sense of urgency
kind of nation and world we want to in her voice when she said pro-active
see and then prepare -a road map for means opposing sponsors of bigotry,
getting there," King told the audience. hate-television and radio.
. Warning that there was deep cause
I felt her compassion as she softly
for concern over the lowest voter tum stated that pro-active means speaking
out rate since I 9221-, King conveyed , out against domestic violence and
tha_t in her vision apathetic young vot- c~ild abuse, even when that timid
ers must com mitt themsel v.es if we are voice in the back of your mind tells
to create decent opportunities for all you it is none of your business.
and to become pro-active.
I could feel her anger when she
King ·emphasized being pro-active · said pro-active means opposing
during presidential elections. She California's proposition 209, an initiacriticized this years election~ saying tive that threatens affirmative action
that all people lose when civility, ·around the country and would prohibit

hiring and admissions based on race,
gender, age, ethnicity and sexual orientation in state institutions.
"Affirmative action promotes unity
~hich is what America so desperately
needs today;" King said.
And you could tell that there was
an undeniable consensus within the
audience as they applauded non-stop
for several minutes causing King to
look out over them in silence.
"Rarely, do those in opposition of
affirmative action base their arguments on facts," she said. "The facts
cannot be obscured."
King went on to tell how those in
opposition cannot explain how 60 percent of earnings are for white workers,
or how 12 percent of the population is
black but they only hold 1. 7 percent of
managerial positions. King also said
that those in opposition cannot explain
why only one black is at the head of a
fortune 500 company.
When questioned why people tend

to aggressively cling to one anothers
differences, King replied,"We as human beings shall al ways seek to be
much greater than they are, than you
are."
"We need to respect the differences
and accept the differences. We are
more similiar than we are different."
she said.
"We are· all members of the same
family because we are all children of
the same God. Let us work, pray and
struggle together," King said.
King summoned the young leaders
of America to lead the way into the
21st century, asking them to form the
nation and world that we would like to
see.
The one question King asked of
those in Bellingham should be asked
of the young leaders of Central Washington University,"How will you use
the technology that our generation
only dreamed about to empower yourselves and enter the 21st century?"

Dick and Jane
don't miss a spot
by Mike Bellamy
Staff reporter

Dick and Jane's Spot has a new art
addition: red sidewalks.
Nationally-known artists Dick
Elliot and Jane Orleman, owners of
Dick and Jane'fSpot, were required to
pay for new sidewalks, including
curbs and gutters, due to a city ordinance.
The ordinance was passed while
Elliot and Orleman were applying for
a permit to build an art studio on their
property.
Elliot and Orleman said since they
had to pay for the sidewalks, they
thought a colored sidewalk would fit
perfectly with the theme of their home.
"It helps out in our ongoing battle
against a gray world," Orleman ~aid.
They said red was the best choice
because it matches the house and it
was their favorite from the color chart.
When the couple first requested red

sidewalks they were denied. City
Engineer John Akers said the issue
was not one to be decided at a staff
level.
Elliot and Orleman decided at first
to let the issue go, but then decided to
pursue it.
"I thought 'no, this is too good of
an idea to let it l~nguish,'" Orleman
said.
The couple appealed to the city
council o'n· Oct. 28 and were given
permission to put in sidewalks by a
unanimous vote.
City Manager David Moseley said
he thought Dick and Jane's Spot deserved some special consideration, but
that it shouldn't set a precedent for
citizens to color their sidewalks.
Elfiot and Orleman, both 1971
graduates from Central, bought the
house in 1978 and decided to turn it
into a work of art in 1980.
"We're artists, and we live here;
there you go," Orleman said.
The theme of Dick and Jane's Spot

Arlene Jimenez/Observer

Dick and Jane's Spot, located at 101 N. Pearl, is adorned with a plethora of art works
and a newly painted red sidewalk.
is a simple message: Art for the heart,
from the heart, in the heart of Washington.
"It's a place of great levity, and
those are quite rare in our world,"
Elliot said. "People will drive 500

miles to our place to know that it's still
here."
Elliot and Orleman are not only
artists themselves, but avid collectors
of art.
Elliot said part of what makes the

place so special is that it is a collection of art by over 30 different artists,
including many Central graduates.
"Our personalities are not -overbearing in the place," he said.
"There's other personalities"in it."
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Thureaay, Novemver 14
On-Campus Interviewing
Lady Footlocker
Presented by: Career
Development Services

10 a.m.-2 p.m., Ces~ E.
Chavez Theater, SUB
American Red Cross blood
drive
E
~
u Sponsored by: Arnold Air
•Q) Society
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Noon-1 p.m., Sam's Place
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Spanish Conversation Group
La Tertulia club
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3-4 p.m., Barge 202
Workshop: Adjusting to the
World of Work ·
Sponsored by: Career
Development Sef\'.ices

Manastash: peak writing

Look

~ FortheweekofNov.14-~0
=
~
b~:

by Anitra Barlin
Staff reporter

1

8:30 p.m., The Buckboard
Live band: Reckless
no cover

Manastash? What's that?
If you have no idea what I'm talking about, you' re not alone.
· Manastash seems to be a bizarre English department buzzword completely outside the lexicon of students here at Central. Or it is dismissed as an oblique reference to the
range of hills separating Ellensburg
from Yakima.
In actuality, Manastash is a word
students, especially those with writing or drawing talent, should be familiar with. Manastash is Central's
own student-run creative art and Jit..,
erary magazine. Created in 1989 by
Joe·Powell and Shannon Hopkins,
and produced by the media lab in the
library, ~anastash gives students a
chance to show off their creative ·
fruits to the public.
"I saw the need for an outlet for
student writing that is publishable,"
Joe Powell, creator and current advisor to Manastash, said.
Besides the' obvious glory of
showing off published works to

10 p.m., Roswell Cafe
Ultimate Dance
10 p.m.-2 a.m., The Mint
Dance Party

Mona~.

Novcmwer 18

SUB 111; Registration for
Winter Intramurals begins
7 p.m., Lind 215
CWU Physics Seminar
-Series: Baseball & Softball
Batting Mechanics; The
Science of the Perfect Swing.
Presented by: Dr. John White

Roswell Cafe
6 p.m., Michaelson Food Lab 'Monday Night Football
· $2, 24 ounce beers
"Bake In," Fund raiser for
0
CWU Transfer Student
iueeaay, Novem1'er 19
"'O
Organization
c:
3
p.m.,
SUB 204-205
~
CI:)
On-Campus
Interviewing for
11)
7 p.m., Shaw-Smyser 210
>
·
Education
Majors:
Alaska
;J Cinema en Espanol
Teacher Placement
Sponsored by La Tertulia.
Call Career Development
Club
Services @ 963-1921 for
.c
more information
o 8 p.m., Chestnut Street
Q

rJ'.)

11)
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~ Baptist Church
·::: Baptist Student Ministry
:~
. . . . Meeting

<

!3 .9 p.m., The Mint

-£c: Karaoke
~

fij

•

Frtday, Novemver 15 ·
5 p.m., Swimming Pool
Q)
> Swimming v. Puget Sound
t:;r..l

=
rJ'.)

7 p.m., Bellingham, Western
Washington University
Volleyball PNWAC Championships
8 p.m. , Club Central , SUB
Comedy Night with Derrick
E Cameron and.Jerry Diner
ro

u

~

8 p.m., Hertz Recital Hall
c:
8 Concert: guest artist Craig
~ Shephard on Piano
~

by Mike Blankenship
Staff reporter
Ransom is one of the best movies.
of the year.
Mel Gibson plays a self-made millionaire 'with a shady past. His wife,
played by Rene Russo, is speaking at
a science fair in the park when thier
son is kidnapped, and no one sees anything.
The kidnappers inform the distraught parents they have their son and
demand $2 million in ransom.
Frustrated by the FBI' s lack of re-

6 p.m., SUB 204
Public Relations Student
Society of America meeting
open to all interested
students

6: 15-7:45 p.m., Multipurpose
Room, Brooklane Village
·Non-Traditional Student
Support Group; free child
care

~
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I 0 p.m., Roswell Cafe
Ultimate Dance
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10 p.m.-2 a.m., The Mint
Dance Party
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NAIA Cross Country
Nationals
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:J AB day, Nichofson Pavilion
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Wrestling: Freestyle Open
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• TUESDAY NllHT POOL TOURNEY
• WEDNESDAY - 94.5 KATS HUMP NllHT

7 p.m., Tower Theatre
Theatre Presentation:
GREEN & DYING: The
Final Hour of Dylan Thomas
free admission by ticket _:
tickets available at SUB
ticket booth

9 p.m., The Buckboard

All Well flrlnka tt.U
Live Rock-N-Roll Jand ott-Stage
n

Only Money Jalloon Prop - WIN CASfflJ
Well Shots •1.2.5 (after 9 p11tJ Hot Pat1ce w/ PJ Patrick

• SATURDAY NllHT
"THE ULTIMATE PANCE EXPEKIENCE__,
ALL WELL ftlNKS •1.U AFTER. 9 P•
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FRIDAY .. LADIES NllHT
~rls

Karaoke

f

EVENTS

Vouble ElitMination - No Entry Fee
~100 IN CASH /llQZES!

Swimming v. Simon Fraser
University

•

0 F

Karaoke with Kelly after the 0-atMe!
Win Sox. Seat Seahawlcs nckets

4 p.m., CWU Counseling
.Center
Eating Disorder Support
Group

I p.m .. Swimming Pool

•

and then.
You won't be disappointed. Ransom is one of the few movies that is
worth the $5.50 to see.

• MONDAY NllHT FOOTBALL

Novem1'er 20
3-4 p.m., Barge 202
Workshop: Completing the
Learning Agreement
Presented by: Career
Development Services

8 p.m., Hertz Recital Hall
Faculty Recital Series: Ms.
Monica Torrey, Soprano
$3

·;;

•Ransom
•Must See

"ELLENSBURG'S NEWEST NIGHT CLUB"

8 p.m., Hertz Recital Hall
Concert: flute Choir
Directed by: Dr. Hal Ott

1 p.m .. Tomlinson Field

Football v. Eastern Oregon
University

suits, Gibson snaps. Turning the table,
he takes the ransom money and places
a reward for the capture·of the kidnappers, dead or alive.
Gibson's suspicious past is brought
up by FBI agents in an attempt to get
his wife to pay the ransom. She
· agrees, but once again the payoff is
foiled.
If I told you anymore I would give
it away.
Who are the kidnappers? I'm not
saying, you'll have to see for yourself.
How does it .turn out? Buy a ticket,
everyone needs to get out every now

7:30 p.m., Roswell Cafe
Pool Tournament
$100 in prizes

Saturday, November 16

:E Kenosha, Wisconsin

All materials submitted are reviewed by a panel of fellow students,
mostly graduate students in English
and people with creative writing experience, as well as three faculty -advisers.
These advisers, which include Joe
Powell for poetry, Judith Kleck for
non-fiction, Bob Welshans for fiction, and Cindy Krieble for artwork,
keep an eye out for possible image
problems created by the pieces as
wdl as making sure that good pieces
aren't lost amid ~he mass of submissions. Although, as Joe Powell
pointed out, the student panel makes
the final decisions on what ends up
in the finished magazine.
"All the decisions about the
magazine are made by students,''
Powell said.
Submission guidelines are posted
in the English department office, or
for more information contact Aaron
Baker at 963-1554. Work can be
submitted into the Manastash box
outside of the English department office or·into the blue envelope beside
L&L room 4160. Submissions are
due by December 13.

7 p.m.-midnight, The Mint
$1 Pounders

~ Weaneeaay,

8:30 p.m., The Buckboard
Live band: Reckless
no cover

friends and family, being recognized
in a college literary magazine often
gives aspiring writers the first leg up
to a successful career. In addition,
copies of the magazine will be available at the University Bookstore,
Jerrol's, and other local bookstores
for a small fee, giving Manastash a
much greater readership than just the
individuals on campus.
"We're hoping that anyone
who's doing any writing ... will
have the nerve to overcome their
shyness and send stuff in," Aaron
Baker, Manastash editor, said.
"Those people who get in find it
very rewarding."
The only requirement to submit,
according to the Manastash staff, is
to be a student paying tuition here at
Central.
"We're really looking for stuff
from students," Baker said. "That's
9ur emphasis."
.
And what sort of things is
Manastash Jooki~g for? Poetry,
short stories, essays, plays, non-fiction, literary criticism, and artwork
cre_ated by the student body here on
campus.

b

Ransom holds viewers hostage
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Prevent
.winter car
woes

Dave did Seattle
by Jeff Foster
Staff reporter

by Mindy Goldfarb
Asst. Scene Editor

The Dave Matthews Band absolutely rocked The Key Arena last
week.
Matthews and his four bandmates
dazzled onlookers with their blend of
rockabilly, acid jazz and mesmerizing
ballads.
The tight harmonies and vocal
mastery was like
bemg in the recording studio
instead of a
20.000
seat
arena. Drummer
Carter Beauford,
bassist Stefan
Lessard, saxophonist Leroi
Moore, and violinist
Boyd
Tinsley make up
the brilliant musicians known
simply as "the band."
The crowd was on its feet throughout the performance singing and dancing to releases from the band's three
major label releases: Remember Two
Things, Under The Table and Dreaming, and Crash, as well as songs yet to
be released. A laser-like light show
complemented the music and provided

Winters in Ellensburg are full of.
icy sidewalks, snow drifts, and cars
that won't start. Many Central students forget one of the most important
. . . things to do prior to winter isn't buying gloves, snowboots and jackets, but
winterizing their car.
"A lot of people come here from
west of the mountains and don't know
what 20 below zero is," Todd Hill,
owner of Hill's Auto Repair, said..
It's important to prepare your car
for the upcoming cold weathe·r.
It may be inconvenient now but it
wm be an even bigger hassle later.
"My car wouldn't start for two days
because of the weather," junior Beth ·
Baker said.
Hill offers an oil change that includes many of the check points for
winterizing your car, and will also
check your antifreeze Jevel free of
charge.
Or for the more ambitious person,
NAPA Auto Parts carries many of the
tools needed to do the job.yourself.
Two important things to consider
are your antifreeze level and the condition of your battery. Your anti freeze
level should be good for 25 degrees
and below. You should also check to
make sure your battery is in good
shape and can withstand the cold temperatures.
"Students that come here used to
live where it's warm," Randy Rhodes,
manager of NAPA Auto Parts, said.
"[They] bought cheap batteries that
won't last in the cold."
NAPA Auto Parts will check the
condition of your battery for free and
can assist you with purchasing products necessary for a cold Ellensburg
winter.
"The main concern is to get it
checked before it's too late," Hill said.
"When you hear the temperature is
· going to be in the teens that night, it's

I
Academic Ad~islng While You Sake!
TONIGHT • '6pm • Michaelsen Food Lab

"Jake I"'"' spo"sored by CWU f ra"sfer Stude11t Orga"izatio"

images to associate the songs to.
What looked like pajamas engulfed
Matthews' frame as he came on-stage
to constant applause. The disguise
didn't fool anyone. Matthews was
definitely on top of his vocal and guitar prowess this night. Renditions of
" Jimi Thing"and "Dancing Nancies"
highlighted the two-hour performance.
The 15 -minute versions of these songs
exhibited the range of musicianship
not available
on any album. Violinist Tinsley
and Saxophonist
M o o re
treated the
audience to
several jazz
and southern
rock-laden
solos reminiscent of
musicians
past.
Concert-goers ranged from teenagers, who engaged in crowd surfing
and mashing, to baby boomers who
were dancing like they were at a Grateful Dead show. The Key Arena was a
hodge podge of people who had one
thing in common: the love of a great
band.

LltlDIR CHIROPRACTIC CltlTIR

DR. MYRON LlllDIR
DR. SANDY LlllDIR
..
1011 N. Alder
962-2570
Located close to campus

FREE cookies., desserts., cakes for all!

• Ann Spangler
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~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~~~~~~~~~~~===!!!!!!=~

already too late."
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Gem Faceting• Polishing• Setting
High Quality •Fast Service •Special Orders
Diamonds • Colored Stones
KIM LEANG I 509 925-4900
109 W.3rd I Ellensburg, WA 98926
9am IO 6pm, Mon. - Sat. - 12 noon IO 5 pm, Sun
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ELLENSBURG BLUES
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Daily
Lunch Sp~cial
$4.35

$6.10
925-4140
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•MAKEUP
• SPA BODY CARE

I T•

AIR RIPPED MID

THE ART ANO SCIENCE OF PURE FLOWER ANO PLANT ESSENCES

I

Hair Care Skin Care

Mundy's. Your NIKE Store.

Daily
Dinner Special

~
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•HAIRCARE
•SKINCARE

I Natural Colour• I Plant Pu;e-Fume• I Body Care

EVENING APPOINTMENTS AVAIIABLE

SALON FENIX 962-2600
103 E. 4th SUITE 200
ELLENSBURG
Hair Care • Skin Care • Natural Colour
Plant Pure-fume • Spa Bod)' Care
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Central falls to Western Oregon State, 23 - 19
by Lisa Allen and
Dan Hanken
Staff reporters
In a crucial game, the Central
Wildcats fell to Western Oregon State
College, 21-19, diminishing their
chances of a repeat championship.
"I'm frustrated, we were on a good
roll, beating Western Washington and
a very good Southern Oregon team,"
head coach Jeff Zenisek said. "We
had some good things going, and the
kids thought we were going to roll all
over them."
The Wildcats offense which produced 59 points the week before, had
problems putting points on the board.
On the first play of the game, junior Davis Lura caught the kickoff and
raced up field for a 43-yard gain, putting the 'Cats in excellent field position.
Coming off the best statistical
game of his career, quarterback Ryan
Fournier continued his precision passing and poise of last week on the first
drive. He marched the Wildcats down
the field and led them to an early 6-0
lead. Fournier hit Tony Frank on the
5-yard touchdown and the 'Cats led
early, 7-0. Senior punter/kicker Greg
Stoller converted the extra point.
Central turned the ball over twice
inside the 20 yard line, missing two
scoring opportunities. Fournier threw
an interception in the end zone, and
Josh Woodard fumbled inside the20.
During the first quarter, the
referee's anns were getting more work
than
the
Western Oregon
quarterback's. Penalty flags were flying left and right, with 10 first-quarter penalties. Western Oregon committed a "Raideresque" eight penalties
for 76 yards and the 'Cats committed
two penalties for 14 yards.
To make matters worse for the
Wildcats. early in the second quarter
Fournier got drilled and had to leave
the game with a badly bruised finger
on his throwing hand.
With Fournier gone, sophomore
backup quarterback Casey Jacox
stepped in. He came in cold, and
fumbled the snap on his first play. The
Wolves recovered and took over in
Wildcat territory.

Men's

Tony Frank makes a tiptoe catch just out o
Western Oregon capitalized on
Central' s turnover. On third and 10
the Wildcats stopped the Wolves, but
were called for roughing the passer
and unsportsmanlike conduct, giving
Western Ore_gon first and goal from
the nine-yard line. One play later,
Wolves quarterback Brian Traeger
bulled in for the score. After a successful extra point the score was tied
at 7.
The Wolves added two more
touchdowns and controlled the clock
with a 14-play, 69-yard drive that
ended in a missed 29-yard field goal.
The 'Cats went into half-time trailing 21-7, needinga jump start on offense.
Instead, the spark came from freshman defensive end Ryan Sawyer who
tattooed the Wolves quarterback causing a fumble. Sawyer recovered the
fumble and the 'Cats looked to be on
the prowl deep in Wolf territory. The
'Cats failed to convert as Jacox threw
an interception on the next play.
On third down and seven from the
eight-yard line, Jacox threw incomplete to semor wide receiver Kenny
Russaw. He was flagged for unsportsmanlike conduct, nearly pushing the
'Cats out of field .goal range.
Russaw was benched for the rest of
the game for his comments to the ref-

bas~etball

HETURRIRG
PLAYERS
Mike Blankenship-5'10"; guard; senior; Forks (Centralia CC).
•Started 22 games at the off-guard position; averaged 8.4 ppg.

Phil Deutsch-6'2"; guard; senior; Tacoma (Mt. Tahoma -Tacoma CC).
•Played seven games before being ruled ineligible.
Grady Fallon-6'3"; forward; junior; Toledo.
•Two years on varsity.
Tyce Nasinec-6'4"; forward; sophomore; Puyallup (Rogers).
•Averaged 6.6 ppg as a freshman.
Willie Thomas-6'5"; forward; senior; Los Angeles, CA
(Locke-Bellevue CC.)
• CWU's #3 scorer three years ago at I 2.5 ppg, and rebounder
·at 6.4

rpg.

a Western Oregon player.

''

We had some good things going,
and the kids thought we were
going to roll all over them. .
-Jeff Zenisek coach
erees. He failed to catch a touchdown
pass, ending his streak at 12 games.
Midway in the third quarter, senior
defensive back Mark Tipton came up
with an interception after Sev Hoiness
and a Wolf receiver went up for the
ball and Tipton pulled it down.
"We were taught to pursue the ball
at all times," Tipton said. "I was in the
right place at the right time, and pursued the ball all the way."
On the ensuing drive, freshman
Dan Murphy ran around, over and
through Wolf defenders enroute to an
eight-yard touchdown run. Murphy
ran four times for 57 yards, including
one 37-yard run.
"The linemen opened up a big hole
and the play worked like it was designed," Murphy said about his 37yard run.
After a blocked extra point, Central
trailed 21-13.

In the fourth quarter, Jacox found
junior wide receiver Tony Frank twice
on long pass plays, which set up the
'Cats at t~e six-yard line. Two plays,
later, Jacox found senior tight end
Todd Murray wide open in the end
zone with 7:09 left in the game. Down
21-19, Central opted for the two-point
conversion to tie, but failed on a screen
pass to Murray.
Western Oregon ate up five minutes of the clock on the next possession, and then made a crucial fourth
down and 1.
On the next play, junior defensive
end Mike Talamaivao flew through
the line of scrimmage like a Mack
truck and blasted Wolf running back
Josh Hood two yards back, causing
Talamaivaio's face mask to break.
"A lot of frustration came off that
hit," Talamaivao said. "It was the biggest hit ever in my career, I'm expect-

ing more this next game at middle linebacker."
The 'Cats defense fed off the "big
stick", and forced the Wolves to punt.
Central had one last hope to win,
but had 93 yards to travel with only
2: 15 on the clock. After moving the
ball 18 yards, Jacox threw an interception that sealed the victory for the
Wolves 21-19.
Next week the 'Cats play the last
game of the season at home against
Eastern Oregon State College at I p.m.
at Tomlinson Stadium.

tips off season this weekend
by Ryan Johnson
Staff reporter

Though there are few returning
players, and only one returning starter,
Coach Greg Sparling feels the basketball team's talent compares well to
their league counterparts.
"We have a lot of good outside
shooters, a lot of good ball handlers to
make different things happen, and it
depends on how hard we play that will
determine how far we go," Sparling
said. "We stack up pretty good against
the rest of the teams. This year's
league will be a real toss up."
On p~per, C~ot.ral doesn't belong in
the top five. Only five players are re~

turning off last year's roster and of the
new players none played Division I.
Five transferred from junior colleges,
and two others played for other small
Northwest colleges.
Central' s best new player is actually an "older" one, Willie Thomas
from Los Angeles. Thomas was
CWU's number three scorer (12.5
points per game) and top rebounder
(6.4 rebounds per game) three years
ago as an 18-year-oldjunior. Now he
is more mature both physically and
mentally,
"He's got the entire package: he
can score, rebound, and play defense"
Sparling said.
Todd Nealy, a new player, played
the point against Central in two games

last year and scored 37 points, had
eight rebounds, five assists, and three
steals."
He is a good scoring guard and is
also a good defender," Sparling said.
Aaron Kennedy, another potenial
point guard, is very quick and is a
good penetrater. He can easily be a
scoring threat.
Mike Blankenship from ForksCentralia Community College is the
lone returning starter. He started 22
games) and averaged (8.4 points per
game last season.
Central begins its 26-game schedule Nov. 16 at Seattle Pacific. The
Falcons return here on Nov. 23 to help
the Wildcats open their nine-game
home schedule.
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Pro-division for intramurals

V-ball
breaks
streak

by Nora-Marie Meyers
Staff reporter

· by Darci Grimes
Staff reporter

Central's varsity volleyball team
rallied from a five-match losing streak
to beat Simon Fraser in its last regular
conference game of the season Saturday night.
Simon Fraser led 2-1 after three
matches when the Wildcats stepped up
and took control. Central beat Simon
Fraser in five games 11-15, 15-4, 7-15;
15-12, 17-16 and ended the regular
season with a conference record of 44.
"We' re trying to get back where we
were in the beginning of the season,"
junior Megan Prkut said.
The Wildcats came back from a 138 deficit to win their first match since
Oct. 9.
"It was nice to get back on the
winning track," coach Mario Andaya
said. "It was a good team effort."
"A lot of people off the bench
contributed," Andaya said. "Everyone
played real well and stepped up defensively."
Prkut led the way for Central with
14 kills and two blocks, and junior
Sarah Camey added to the win with
nine kills. Senior Tracy Harmon contributed with 39 assists, and freshman
Leslie Anderson had four blocks
against the Clansmen. Freshman
Jamie Hanley stepped up to varsity
and helped out with four digs.
"Jamie Hanley pulled some crucial

digs for us," Andaya said.
The Wildcats clinched a number
three berth into the PNW AC semifinals last week and will play number
two ranked Western Washington University in Bellingham today at 7 p.m.
"There is such a rivalry between
the two schools," Prkut said. "It's always a battle."
If the Wildcats beat the Vikings
today, they will play in the championship game against Lewis-Clark State
on Saturday at 7 p.m. in Lewiston,
Idaho. Lewis-Clark is ranked number
one in the PNW AC and ended their
season with a conference record of 81.

Due to the various skill levels of
intramural players, a pro-division
league has been created.
Last Thursday's intramural basketball game between Roots, Stems, &
Roses and Harry Velez was no contest,
with a score of I 06-46, Roots, Stems,
& Roses leads the men's "T" league
5-0.
Such a divided skill level has led
the intramural program to create two
divisions.
This winter, a pro- division league
consisting of eight teams will be
formed so teams can compete against
others with comparable skill levels.
''The pro-division league is being
put together so competitive teams can
play with other competitive teams at
a higher skill level," Bruce Mace, in·
Mark H~gberg/Observer
tramural coordinator said.
Intramural basketball nears fall season playoffs.
.
"In intramural games, your teammates will laugh at you if you make a
,. "'
lHE BIG
mistake ... there's no pressure to be
GAME
perfect," senior Jeff Lewis said.
~
g
Lewis, a four-year college player,
~
THE
BEST
now ineligible, finds intramurals a
::t
PICK
cO
.,j
good outlet.
· li:
'
Avg
3
r.1in
Touchtone
Required·
Must
be18
or
older
If interested in signing up for the
Avalon Cornm .. A l.auderdale, FL 954-525-0800
I $2.95/ml)L
winter intramurals basketball leagues,
contact the IM office at 963-1751~
. -·

I

I

~
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POSSIBLY PREGNANT?
CALL 925-CAR-E
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS!
*ACCURATE INFORMATION ON ALL OPTIONS
.. MEDICAL AND COMMUNITY REFERRALS
*POST-ABORTION SUPPORT
*NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
ELLENSBURG PREG.NANCY CARE CENTER
- . , 409 N. PINE ST.
.
9lS-ll73

, I

99

expenses paid by the family. Go with the
CAMPUS REPS WANTEDStuffing envelopes at home. Send SASE
best referral service. Call 1-800-NANI for
The nation's leader in college marketing
to : PO Box 624, Olathe, KS 66051.
a free brochure.
is seeking an energetic, entrepreneurial
GET ON THE FAST TRACK!
TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING •
student for the position of campus rep.
Earn your true potential by joining one of Entry-level & career positions available
No sales involved. Place advertising on
America's fastest growing telecommuniworldwide (Hawaii, Mexico, Carribean,
bulletin boards for companies such as
cations company. Call Rob at 925-4481.
etc.). Waitstaff, housekeepers, SCUBA
American Express &Microsoft. Great
HELP WANTED·
dive leaders, fitness counselors, and
part-time job earnings Choose your own
Occasional house/dog sitter. Mostly
more. Call Resort Employment Services
hours, 4-8 hours per week required.
weekends. 925-1874.
1-206-971-3600 ext.R60934.
Call:
Campus Rep Program
NANNY OPPORTUNITIES·
WANTED·
.
American Passage Media Corp.
Earn an excellent salary while
Mother/Grandmother or responsible
401 2nd Ave. West
experiencing a different part of the
married couple to provide full-time
Seattle WA 98119
country as an American Nanny! $175 childcare for my 9-year-old son while I'm
(800) 487-2434 ext. 4444
$350 a week PLUS room & board! All
at work. Apt. provided plus stipend. Must
- - - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

I
I

::i.

Cl

1-900-903-0366 ext. 345

EAR~ CASH •

I

PICK

FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE.
Millions of dollars in public & private
sector scholarships and grants are now
available. ALL STUDENTS ARE
ELIGIBLE. Student Financial Services'
program will help you get your fair share.
Call 1-800-263-64~5 Ext. F60935.
SCUBA LESSONS & SUPPLIES •
Sign up now. Contact John Moser Jr. at
925-1272.
·

SKI AND SNOWBOARD
INSTRUCTORS WANTED •
John Mohan Skiing, Inc. at Snoqualmie
Pass is looking for ski and snowboard
instructors. Midweek and friday days. Fo
more information please contact John
Mohan at the ski school office at 206823-2690 or Brian Thrift at 933-1396. ,

1:·;·.1t1;:!-.!:,!'lll~lgl!ll.ll!····•;1;;;1,'.!i l

TRUCK & CAMPER '81 Chev 4x4 w/ older 8' camper. Good
engine & tires, camper has stove &
icebox. $3000 OBO.
.
Will sell separately.
Call925-4205 TODAY!

Classified Advertising Form fo; the Cwu Observer___________ _

0 101. FOR SALE
D 201. SERVICES

0 301. FOR RENT
0401. FOR SALE

0 501. LOST & FOUND
0 601. ROOMMATES

0701. PERSONALS
D 801. GARAGE SALES

1. Insertion price is $3.50 for the fir~t 15 wor~s, plus 20 cents for each additional word, per insertion
2. Payment must be received before ad will be run.
. ·
3. Please send this form with payment to: CWU Observer, Ellensburg, WA. 98926, or bring to Observer Business Office: Boullion Room 227.
Ads must be submitted by deadline: 3 p.m. Monday prior to publication.
Name:
Addres_s_:- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Phon~_( _ _ )_ _ _ _ _ _ _- - : - - - - - - - 1
City: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State:
Zip:
! Run Dates:
-------,--------

Please print ad exactly as it is to run:

'

-~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
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"Hey! Want a lot
of pizza for a little
dough? C~me to
my joint; or I'll
deliver to yours!"

.STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

Planned
Parenthood~
312 North Pine
Ellensburg

925-7113

Godfathers \/Pizza.
. Ellensburg
506· S. Main St.
962-1111
W"e i>eH"Yrei-! Ef/4to7

Yakima. WA
\,_ .~-·

---------------,---------------Jumbo Pepperoni
2 Large Super · .·
.

1.

$999
-

• Bigger Than 2 Mediums
• .18 Inches Aaoss
• Over 1 lb. of Cheese

I-»

I
~e~se pres_ent co.upon when ordering. Deli.very extra.
~ I
Lirruted dehvery ui:ies and areas. No substitultons of . GOdfathirs
Ingredients. Not valid with any other offer or coupon. Valid
Pizza. I

V

at ~lensburg _location only. Sales tax, If applicable, not
included. Expires 12/1196.

$1299
.

Two Large Pizzas, Loaded with
Pepperoni, At a SUPER Price!

Please present coupon when ordering. Delivery extra.
Limited delivery times and areas. No substitutions of
ingredients. Not valid with any other offer or coupon. Valid
at Ellensburg location only. Sales tax, If applicable, not
induded. Ex ires 1211196.

ll

(509) 452-8287

CUSTOM &TRADITIONAL TATOOING
1000'S OF DESIGNS
BRIGHTEST COLORS AVAILABLE
FEATURED IN SKINART"
TA1TOO REVIEW MAGAZINES ARTISTS:JIM&JENNIROSAL
BODY PIERCING BY JENNI

Pepperoni Pizzas

I
I
I .

Monday 8:30 am - 7:30 pm
Wednesday 8:30 am - 5:00 pm
Thursday 8:30 am - 5:00 pm

.

l

JIM 8- JENNI'S DUALITY TATTOOS
l THE BODY ART PROFESSIONALS!! L

C:")

GOcffathiri
PJzy

y '
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SP'O,RTS P'ROiGRAM
***************************************************
.BASKETBALL
VO LEYBALL
•

Mon-Wed

time
Tuesd~y Lea2ue • Wednesday Lea2ue
•• Co-Ed Open "G"
6 pm
Mep's Pro Open "A"
6- 8 pm Men's Pro 6' & Under "D"
• Men's 6' & Under "H" 7 pm
Men's 6' & Under "B" 8 -9 pm
Women's Open "E"
•4 Men's Open "I" 8 - 10 pm
Men's Open "C"
9 - IO pm
Men's Open "F"
* will play on some Thursday evenings because of the•Monday holidays.
The PRC> division is designed for individual~ who possess advanced skills, former intf,>·colle:giate athletes or
others who wish to compete at the highest skill level.

Monday League

2 x 2 Open
Co-Ed "X"
Co-Ed "Y"

Tues -Thurs
7:15 PM ·
8:10PM
9:05PM ·

Women's 4 x 4 Open
Co-Ed "W"
Co-Ed "Z"

All leagues are limited to the first eight teams.

All leagues are limited to the first six teams.

},,EE: $40.00 per team

FEE: $40. 00 per team (except 2 x 2 which is $20.00 per team)

Registration begins November 18 in SUB 111. Last day to register Dec. 13

Registration begins November !8 in SUB UL Last day to register Dec. 13

League play begins·January 13; Managers meeting January 9 6:30 pr.:i NPAV 117

Lt:ague play begins Januar/ 13; Managers meeting January 9 7:30 pm NPAV 1 n

Fo·r more information call 963-3512

For more information call 963-3512

WILDCAT NIGHTGAMES

SPECIAL E.V~NTS &
Toi 'rnaments

All Nightgarne events are free. Register at the Intramural Sports
Office (NPA V 108) on or before the day of the event. For more
information on these or other events call 963-17 51.
January I 0, 1997

NPA V Extended Hours:
Gym is open till 12 midnight
Indoor ll~nnis Toum.:

Men's Open Singles "L"
W~men 's Open Singles "M"
Men's Open Doubles "N"
Women's Open Doubles "P"

January 24, 1997

NPA V fieldh0use
. February 7, 1997

2 Ball lndoo; Sq ,;w::

NPA V fieldhousc.
1 x 1 Basketball 'loom.:
NPA V main gym
s x s mdoor FIH Football:
NPA v fieldhouse
Wjffleball Tournament:
NPAV fieldhouse
NPAY Extended Hoon: .
Gym is open till 12 midnight

February 21, 1997
February 28, 1997

Cost: $10.00 per team or single.

March 7. 1997

League play will begin Monday January 13 and each team is guaranteed 6 matches. Each participant is automatically entered into
the season ending All Campus Tournament held February 24 - 27.

March 14,

1~7

Jan 25

Stadium Ball (Flag Football
Tournament)

Feb 8

S x S lndoo& Soccer Tournament

Feb 22

Schick Superhoops (3 x 3 Basketball tournameri!)

Feb 24-27

All Campus Racquetball
Tournament
Register at University Recreation SUB 111 for
·
11 Sp · I E
, dT
•.
•·: • '. a , , ec1a vents an - ournamtfnts. .
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